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The planet's first prehistoric chicken,
Edna, confronts a stomping, hungry
Tyrannosaurus Rex who scares away
the other dinosaurs but is startled by
Edna's mighty
beak and flapping
wings.
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An ode to self-confidence and the
love between fathers and daughters.
An exuberant little girl's dad helps her
arrange her curly, coiling, wild hair
into styles that allow her to be her
natural, beautiful self.
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Passing tests in swimming class give
Jabari the confidence to try jumping
off the diving board. He stretches his
muscles and squeezes his dad's hand
when the big moment arrives. A story
that celebrates finding one's courage.
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A whimsical interactive story that
invites children to engage in a "highfive" competition against a series of
colorful and furry animal contenders
who propose interactive
challenges.
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A good egg strivies to do everything
right while the other eggs in his carton
prove themselves rather rotten, a
distinction that leads him to crack
under the pressure of always being
Grade-A perfect.
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When the aroma of Omu's
homemade stew fills the air, her
neighbors arrive, one by one, for a
taste until all is gone except for her
generous spirit.
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Alma and How She Got Her
Name

Alma and How She Got Her
Name

When Alma Sofia Esperanza José
Pura Candela asks her father why she
has so many names, she hears the
story of her name and learns about
her grandparents.
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Combining offbeat humor and
striking illustrations, an owlish master
of disguise dons creative costumes
during nightly hunts for a tasty
supper.
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An uplifting celebration of how colors
are for everyone! A group of relatable
characters engage in fun activities,
from racing cars and playing baseball
to dressing up and dancing, just
because they enjoy them.
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After Triangle plays a trick on Square,
Square plans to reciprocate but runs
into trouble when he tries to enter the
triangular doorway of Triangle's
home.
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Born under the sea to a family of
narwhals, a little unicorn begins
questioning his differences when an
extra-strong current sweeps him to
the ocean's surface, where he
discovers other creatures like himself.
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